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Why do you need Large Caps
in your Portfolio?



StockAxis brings you Top 5 reasons
for why you need Large Caps!

TOP

REASONS
5



You get to own relatively safer
investments while still making 
the 'Stock Market Profit’.

StockAxis Large Cap Focus picks stocks 
that have consistent income & are 
relatively less risky. This is done to offer 
stability to your portfolio!
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Your Portfolio will be less 
affected by baseless noise & 
undesired market fluctuations.

Our Large Cap Focus portfolio contains 
stocks that investors flock to during a 
contraction. Due to their sheer size, they
are also free from baseless speculation.
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You own high quality companies 
with established businesses.

Buying a stock means buying a part of a 
business. StockAxis Large Cap Focus 
ensures that you only own high quality 
established businesses. 
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You get true diversification as 
they often represent diversified 
businesses.

StockAxis Large Cap focus adds instant 
diversification to your portfolio by choosing 
stocks with businesses spread across 
various industries & Sectors. These stocks 
are less vulnerable to market changes.
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Lastly, you know exactly where 
you have invested your hard 
earned money!

We at StockAxis ensure that you are familiar 
with the brand & businesses of these Large 
Cap stocks. As we make this Information 
easily accessible, you make informed 
decisions!
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A Glimpse of our performance

Return

7 Months

22%

Return

11 Months

29%

Return

8 Months

36%

Return

7 Months

81%



You shall get:

10-12 Large cap recommendations which
are the best of the Blue Chips.



Large Caps are ideal for risk 
averse investors

You benefit from the equity market & still
maintain low risk



With StockAxis, You experience
simplified investing!



Unlike other investments, 

You enjoy a high degree of transparency
as You retain complete control of your
capital and are active in the investment
process.



With StockAxis

Get Recommendations for your Portfolio
straight in your inbox Via SMS, E-mail &
App notifications with our Digital and
real-time recommendations setup.



Stay Up to date!

Get timely updates and indepth
research reports right in your inbox!



To assist you on your investment
journey, Your allotted Relationship
Manager will stay in regular 
touch!



In case of queries,

Our Research Analysts are ever ready
and just a call away!



With our institutional level 360
degree research,

Grow your money to extraordinary 
levels!



“ Hello StockAxis my last 2 years experience of this 
firm outstanding and very much satisfied. Even in 
market hour some stocks related query and overall 
market view guidance also perfectly update so 
specially thanks, Mrs Shivangi Pareek.”

-Patel Krunalkumar Thakorbhai                 (Jan 28, 2021)

“ My experience to StockAxis very good. Last 
four-month very good stock recommend. Thanks, 
StockAxis group. ”

-Indu Joshi                                                         (May 30, 2021)

“ Just as my patient trusts me I trust stockaxis 
completely. Excellent calls. Having a great 
experience. Keep up the good work. Looking forward 
for long relationship with stockaxis. ”

-Dr. Nitin Itgampalli                                         (May 13, 2021)

“ Excellent experience it's only a few months 
experience but it is really worth for me particular my 
adviser PRIYANKA CHINTA is very helpful whenever I 
ask any query she explained v.w. I appreciate her 
cooperation as well as her softness in reply thanks
a lot PRIYANKA ”

-Nitinkumar Shah                                          (May 29, 2021)

Testimonials



To Know about our
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www.stockaxis.com
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